More Clues In Pursuit Of the Nebulous Cabal That Runs Stuff

Being part of a cabal of evil geniuses bent on world domination is not hard. The only requirements are being part of the old money establishment, taking a blood oath, and having absolutely no soul. Orchestrating the complete domination of every human being on Earth, now that’s the tricky part. Here’s how it all works (sort of).

First things first. Vladimir Putin believes that teaching kids gender fluidity is a crime against humanity. And I agree with him. I make this point because in my country, what I just said will get me in hot water in a multitude of ways. First, the section of America convinced that the leadership of the far left care about them will hate my guts. They will immediately label me as something between a racist and a Donald Trump misogynist fanatic. I’ll even lose Facebook friends. But pay close attention.

Another pitfall of expressing honest views like this in America is that the real far-right fanatics who love Donald Trump will holler either “Hell yeah!” or “Praise Jesus,” depending on which side of the tracks they grew up on. And, if I appear to side with them, disagreeing with “instructing” innocent minds that it’s okay to switch and swap their sexuality further their cause. If I don’t agree with the education system instructing kids to call their Mom and Dad birthing attendants one and two, it puts me (and every moderate American) on the bus with the KKK, flat earthers, anti-vaxxers, and worse. And the left-wing ride alongs, the African American and Hispanic communities, they’ll hate me too. Sadly, none of the aforementioned Americans know, it’s the Big Daddy evil geniuses orchestrating the whole thing. Do you get it? It’s the evil genius perfect storm.

“The battleline between good and evil runs through the heart of every man.” - Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
I know, I know, it sounds like the same old Illuminati conspiracy theory all right. But doesn’t the “rest of us” at one another’s throats on everything seem strange to you? A friend here in Greece told me yesterday, “The anarchists destroy our art. They gather in the square to execute their only function, to recruit more idiots into the ranks.” The man speaking had taken his own time and money to help reinvigorate a key cultural neighborhood in Heraklion, Crete’s capital. Artists from around the world came to beautify a once wonderful neighborhood square with street art that was magical. And now it’s almost all defaced, spray painted over because the subject matter was not “political enough.” Yes, you got me, medieval, shit for brains stuff. Now let’s flip the page.

Recruitment for the current Alice in Americaville rabbit hole games began some years ago. The evil geniuses sat down together and hammered out a circus sideshow with “We the People” as the performers. We can call “them” the liberal order, if you like. Their Job One was to make the conservatives in America into lunatics or idiots who would follow a sellout billionaire or Bozo the Clown, if only their gas prices would go down. One half of America got to juggle deported Hispanic children and the Holy Bible, while the other half looked on aghast! Trump, you see, is the Pied Piper to take moderation off the cliff for good. He also served well to help create our first trillionaires, the technocrats and Wall Street demons sucking the world dry while we die of COVID. On the other end, the empowered and liberated mass is now exploding with jobs, as act III begins.

“Man produces evil as a bee produces honey.” - William Golding

Does anyone else out there ask themselves the question, “How in the hell did Joe Biden become president?” The KKK membership is out there hollering, “They cheated. They rigged the election, them socialist sons of bitches.” So much for the nation of brotherly love, huh? But the fact of the matter is, they are right. Only the voting machines were not rigged. “They” rigged the elections a long time ago. “They” always gave us lousy choices. “They” always pitted us against one another. Think about it you Baby Boomers. Loud mouth, sexist, stupid, bad mannered, no class Donald Trump the casion owner and mafia puppet billionaire as the Commander in Chief of the most powerful military on Earth! If you are a Boomer, you remember the Twilight Zone, the Outer Limits, and Dr. Strangelove too. The election was rigged because even the silent Wisconsin milk farming moderate voted for Biden. To SAVE the world!

Okay, how can we know that the game is rigged? Well, for one thing it’s too expensive for the house if the roulette wheel is on the level. What if Donald Trump did not Tweet his every military move? Why Raytheon stocks might never fluctuate at just the right moment. And what about Joe Biden and the staggering gas prices Trump followers are now going nutty over? Well, they’re still half of what they are here in Europe, but everything is about perception. Gas prices fluctuate to serve the gas sellers, they are bound to go up no matter what. But, wait! We’re off course. What about the cabal? Let’s reveal their greasy little fingers manipulating everything since the COVID pandemic shut us down.

Warren Buffett’s stock portfolio ballooned to a value of $281.17 billion by the end of 2020. Someone must have noticed that Buffett sold out of American Airlines (AAL), United Airlines (UAL), Delta Air Lines (DAL) and Southwest Airlines (LUV) in the first quarter of 2020, even before the pandemic totally shut down travel. He started buying into tech, which was not previously a pattern for him. Speaking of tech, Google and Microsoft saw bonanza profits during the pandemic, which put Sergey Brin, Larry Page, and Bill Gates in the quest to become the world’s first trillionaires alongside Buffett, Bezos, and dark horse leader Elon Musk. Wait a minute, though. None of these names are old money. And how the hell did Elon Musk amass $250 billion dollars so fast? With stock. You know, the air that all the well-to-do gamble their money on. More to the point, how does an evil genius multi trillionaire camouflage himself? In plain sight, surrounded by little billionaires, of course.

Stocks. The cabal at work in their favorite playground, shooting the rest of us humans around in a gigantic game of marbles. Elon Musk is the richest person in the world (in the news) playing stocks. The man who invented a fantastic electric car, which none of us can afford, is propped up by market cap, longs and shorts, and is benefitting from some invisible hand. At one point during this pandemic, he was making $383 million per day. In one five-day period, Musk amassed $39 billion. His story is “their” story, those pesky Bilderbergers. And what about the conglomerates? You know, those family organizations that have bought out every innovative competitor, or run them out of business. Mars candy, for instance, has now diversified.

Most people in America never even heard of Forrest Mars Sr., the founder of the candy company that made his family filthy rich. This family is so secretive their Wikipedia page has two short paragraphs on them. But, only the Waltons and the Koch Brothers are richer. Think of it, a company with 130,000 employees worldwide, and nobody knows who the hell they are. Hell, the world did not even know that Forrest Mars Sr. died, or that he was the head of
the company, until somebody finally leaked the news. Now imagine people who have trillions, instead of billions, and how come you know nothing of them! These people run the show folks, not Jeff Bezos or any of the other front men set up for the blaming game. The Mars operations have been charged with child labor abuses, slave labor, all-wrong animal experiments, GMO madness, deforestation of African national parks, and more. Ironically, they also run a chain of veterinarian shops across America, and their candy bars feed American kids, who are hopelessly enslaved by sugar. Talk about resident evil. To make matters worse, they are horrible liars.

“There is no happiness in life, only a mirage of it on the horizon, so cherish that.” - Vladimir Putin

And another headline reads “India’s Reliance grows above pre-pandemic levels, refining powers profit surge.” Tell me, exactly how does this happen with people in India dying like flies from COVID? Ah! Another relatively unknown “family” at work amassing even greater wealth. The Ambani Family’s estimated wealth is only supposed to be $81.3 billion, but it’s probably a lot more, somewhere around half a trillion, I’d guess. Mukesh Dhirubhai Ambani, Asia’s richest man, expanded his father’s company to become a major petrochemicals player, a telecommunications leader, and the top retailer in India. His private pad is valued at $1 billion, and again, not much is really known about his operations. Check this, when COVID cut short the demand for polymer supplied by Ambani’s Jamnagar Refinery (the world’s biggest), Maersk shipping and logistics group came through to help the billionaire quadruple export from the Jamnagar Refinery. Denmark, hmm.

Enter Arnold Mærsk Mc-Kinney Møller, the now deceased Danish billionaire who inherited what became the world’s biggest container shipping operation. His grandson, Robert Maersk Uggla now runs A.P. Møller Holding. Uggla is well educated, of course, having graduated from the Stockholm School of Economics and later at the Università Commerciale Luigi Bocconi, Harvard Business School, The Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania and IMD. Maersk expanded its operations and influence following both world wars, but the company has now expanded into oil exploration, drilling, and production. In fact, Maersk McKinney-Moller negotiated what amounts to a monopoly for his family, where offshore Denmark oil is concerned. He was also a Bilderberg participant.

Maersk has been accused of human rights violations, cheating the US Government in Afghanistan and Iraq, and breaking the Sudan embargo. An interesting “family” anecdote here is how Mærsk Mc-Kinney Møller sold the newspaper Berlingske Tidende when reporters there dug up A.P. Møller owned a company that sold arms to the Nazis in World War 2. And the fact that Royal Dutch Shell and Maersk are partnering in North Sea oil workings, probably means nothing. After all, King Willem-Alexander has publicly said he does not own a majority stake in Shell. It’s only rumored his wife Queen Maxima is the top shareholder. More secrets, who can say. But just what is the “Netherlands Central Institute for Cashless Securities Transactions?” Over 21% of Shell A and B stocks are owned by this entity. Sorry, now my head is wobbling because of a connection to the Dutch royal family (associative) to the Argentinian leader Juan Peron. Forget I mention this, it’s a mind boggling coincidence.

“The world is a dangerous place to live; not because of the people who are evil, but because of the people who don’t do anything about it.” - Albert Einstein

The “real” evil geniuses who’ve run our civilized circus of political ideologies in practice, they’re invisible. Elon Musk is a veritable nobody in their eyes. A puppet, a pinup boy, to keep our attention focused on what is least important. Technology, playboy trips to “almost” space. Fancy cars nobody but rich people can afford. Or, in Bezos’ or Gates’ cases, “miraculous” rises to fame and fortune. Come to think of it, Sergey Brin, Larry Page, and Mark Zuckerberg are also miraculous American dreams, self-made gazillionaires. Just how many garage startups are there out there? Or, is someone, or someone(s) standing behind at just the right time? Hey, if I can think of it, perhaps the Rothschilds thought of it too!

What else have they to do? The evil geniuses that are not Putin.
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